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Abstract

The use of computational methods to assign absolute datings to language divergence is receiving

renewed interest, as modern approaches based on Bayesian statistics offer alternatives to the discred-

ited techniques of glottochronology. The datings provided by these new analyses depend crucially on

the use of calibration, but the methodological issues surrounding calibration have received compara-

tively little attention. Especially, underappreciated is the extent to which traditional historical linguistic

scholarship can contribute to the calibration process via loanword analysis. Aiming at a wide audi-

ence, we provide a detailed discussion of calibration theory and practice, evaluate previously used

calibrations, recommend best practices for justifying calibrations, and provide a concrete example of

these practices via a detailed derivation of calibrations for the Uralic language family. This article aims

to inspire a higher quality of scholarship surrounding all statistical approaches to language dating,

and especially closer engagement between practitioners of statistical methods and traditional historic-

al linguists, with the former thinking more carefully about the arguments underlying their calibrations

and the latter more clearly identifying results of their work which are relevant to calibration, or even

suggesting calibrations directly.
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1. Introduction

Absolute dating in linguistics faces major methodologic-

al challenges and the drastic shortcomings of the earliest

approaches (especially glottochronology) have left many

practitioners uninterested in or sceptical of all subse-

quent approaches (McMahon and McMahon 2006).

However, modern approaches based on Bayesian phylo-

genetic inference, which constitute a real and substantial

advance beyond glottochronology, are increasingly

being applied to language dating problems (Bouckaert,

Bowern, and Atkinson, 2018; Bouckaert et al. 2012;

Gray and Atkinson 2003; Gray, Drummond, and

Greenhill 2009; Grollemund et al. 2015; Honkola et al.

2013; Hruschka et al. 2015; Kitchen et al. 2009;

Kolipakam et al. 2018; Lee and Hasegawa 2011; Sagart

et al. 2019). At the same time, there is growing interest

in the prospect of combining evidence from diverse

fields such as linguistics, archaeology, and genetics to

enable a holistic study of human history (Haak et al.

2015; Ilumäe et al. 2016; Lang 2018; Tambets et al.

2018). Rigorous language divergence timings will be

essential to any such enterprise, as time serves as a
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‘common currency’ between disciplines. The stage is

thus set for a renewed discussion of how principled ab-

solute dating can be achieved, tackling rather than shy-

ing away from difficult issues.

Modern quantitative approaches to language dating

(see e.g. Dunn (2015) or Nichols and Warnow (2008)

for summaries) are crucially dependent upon calibra-

tions— the precise specification of prior knowledge

about the date of at least one and preferably several

points on a phylogenetic tree. This dependence is due to

the lack of a natural ‘clock’ in linguistic change, unlike

in, for example, carbon isotope decay and, to a lesser ex-

tent, genetic mutation, which allowed archaeology and

biology both to turn much earlier to advanced statistical

methods for dating (Buck, Cavanagh, and Litton 1996;

Kumar 2005; Kumar and Hedges 2016; Ramsey 2009).

The process by which calibrations are selected for esti-

mating language family ages is fundamental to the reli-

ability of the age estimates obtained. Despite this,

relatively little has been written about the calibration

process and best practices for establishing and reporting

linguistic calibrations. In contrast, the biology literature

has explicitly discussed best practices for justifying fossil

calibrations (Parham et al. 2011).

Increased discussion of the linguistic calibration pro-

cess would offer several benefits. First, clear guidelines

on how to make and report good calibrations would en-

able consistent peer review and prevent the careless use

of new dating methods. Secondly, clear and accessible

explanations of what calibrations are and how they are

used would enable traditional historical linguists to pro-

vide or expertly assess them. This is important as estab-

lishing reliable calibrations requires a close engagement

with the relevant historical linguistic literature and the

researchers producing it. Encouraging this kind of close

engagement in Bayesian phylogenetic linguistics is a key

motivation of this article.

In this article, we aim to promote a well-informed

and carefully developed approach to absolute linguistic

dating using calibrated Bayesian phylogenetic analyses,

emphasising the use of calibrations based on careful, ex-

plicit, and transparent arguments. We target a broad

audience, consisting primarily of both historical linguists

and Bayesian practitioners, who can work together to

produce such datings. However, we also aim to reach all

historical scientists who may be able to use high-quality

linguistic datings to better conceptualise their own

work. This includes, among others, archaeologists,

population geneticists, and archaeogeneticists. We first

familiarise the reader with the essential concepts of these

analyses and the calibration procedure before examining

key theoretical and practical issues surrounding the

derivation of calibrations from different kinds of sour-

ces. To provide concrete examples of the explained prin-

ciples and advocated practices, we include a detailed

case study deriving calibrations for the Uralic languages.

We reproduce a previous Bayesian analysis of Uralic

(Honkola et al. 2013) using these new calibrations in

order to demonstrate the substantial impact that revised

calibrations can have. However, this demonstrative ana-

lysis is not the main focus of the article and we stress

that its results should not be taken as an earnest contri-

bution to Uralic studies.

2. Theoretical background

This article is concerned with linguistic phylogenetic

analyses performed according to the Bayesian statistical

paradigm. Other computational approaches to phylo-

genetic analysis exist (including maximum likelihood,

maximum parsimony, and distance-based approaches—

see Felsenstein (2004) for an overview), but the Bayesian

approach is by far the best suited to estimating diver-

gence timings and has been used by all recent dating

efforts (Bouckaert, Bowern, and Atkinson 2018;

Kolipakam et al. 2018; Sagart et al. 2019). An introduc-

tion to Bayesian statistics, in general, is well beyond the

scope of this article (for a brief formal treatment, see

Wasserman (2004)), and is not required to appreciate

the important points regarding calibration, which are

the primary focus here.

2.1 Timing in Bayesian phylogenetics

In Bayesian phylogenetic analyses, language families are

represented by sets of strictly binary-branching trees,

where languages are represented as leaf nodes and the

family’s protolanguage as the root node. The nodes are

connected by branches, each of which has a branch

length associated with it. This is a numerical value repre-

senting the amount of time between the branching

events represented by the nodes at either end of the

branch. When the purpose of an analysis is to estimate

the age of the family, each of these branch lengths is

understood to represent ‘real world’ time, and is typical-

ly given in units of centuries or millennia. The sum of

the branch lengths from any extant language to the root

of the tree must be the same, and this sum represents the

age of the protolanguage. For example, Fig. 1 represents

a hypothetical language family, which is 4,000 years old

(branch lengths are in units of millennia). The family

contains five languages, which are divided into two sub-

families. One subfamily consists of two languages, A

and B, whose common ancestor is 3,000 years old, while
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the other subfamily consists of three languages, C, D,

and E, whose common ancestor is 2,000 years old.

Language B went extinct 1,000 years ago and is not con-

temporaneous with the other languages. Languages D

and E are more closely related to each other than to lan-

guage C, with a 1,000-year-old common ancestor.

The results of a Bayesian phylogenetic analysis are

commonly visualised as a single phylogenetic tree, such

as that in Fig. 1. However, this single tree is only a con-

venient summary of a very large number of trees pro-

duced in the course of the analysis— thousands or tens

of thousands of trees are typical (Felsenstein 2004;

Nascimento, Reis, and Yang 2017). Each tree in this set

represents a possible history, represented by a tree top-

ology (i.e. branching structure), age of the root, times

separating each pair of languages, as well as other pos-

sible analytic parameters. These trees are a statistical

sample, selected from the set of all possible trees, and

output by the MCMC algorithm1 in proportion to the

strength of evidence supporting that particular history.

The histories which best explain the data will occur fre-

quently in the set, while poorly fitting histories will be

sampled infrequently or not at all. Returning a large set

of trees allows the analysis to explicitly convey different

degrees of certainty about various aspects of linguistic

history.

Assessing the strength of evidence that linguistic

data provides for a particular tree is achieved using a

probabilistic model of language evolution. These mod-

els can be rather complex, but it is not necessary to

understand all the details of the models to understand

the essentials of the calibration procedure. All models

provide a way to quantify how well a proposed tree

explains the observed linguistic data. This fit is assessed

by comparing the lengths of the branches separating

languages with the degree of change in the data for

those languages. A tree is considered well-fitting if lan-

guages which are separated by short branch distances

have more similar linguistic data than those separated

by longer distances. The simplest models measure this

fit using a so-called strict clock, where the expected

number of data changes (e.g. cognate class replace-

ments) is directly proportional to the elapsed time. The

model estimates a single clock rate, with units of, for

example, ‘expected changes per century’. This is usually

a poor fit for linguistic reality, where, for example,

variation in sociolinguistic context can cause some

branches to accumulate more changes per unit time

than others. More advanced models using relaxed

clocks (Drummond et al. 2006) discard the assumption

of a constant proportionality between calendar time

and language change, instead estimating a mean clock

Figure 1. An example of phylogenetic tree, showing five languages with a 4,000-year-old common ancestor. The arrow of time

points left to right, and the scale indicates times in millenia before present. Extant languages correspond to the leaf nodes coloured

in green, while the single extinct language (B) is represented by a leaf node coloured in red. Ancestral languages, those which are

mostly commonly calibrated in analyses, correspond to the interior nodes coloured in blue.
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rate and permitting the rate for each branch in the tree

to vary around that mean as the data demands. With

either strict or relaxed clock models, rates can also be

estimated separately for each feature in the linguistic

data, allowing, for example, pronouns or words for

body parts to evolve more slowly than adjectives at all

points across the tree (Chang et al. 2015; Pagel,

Atkinson, and Andrew 2007).

In order to estimate either a strict clock rate or the

mean rate for a relaxed clock, the model must be pro-

vided with information about the age of some part or

parts of the tree. This is what is meant by calibration.

Without calibration, the clock rate and the age of the

tree are free to vary arbitrarily. If every branch were

made, say, twice as long, while at the same time the

clock rate was halved, the evolutionary time separating

any two languages remains unchanged: 3,000 years at

four expected changes per century is indistinguishable

from 6,000 years at two expected change per century. In

this way, any age for the tree can be made to fit the data

as well as any other. However, if we believe that the

protolanguage of some subfamily in the tree is, say, be

tween 1,000 and 2,000 years old, then this prior know-

ledge and the linguistic data for that subfamily taken

together are consistent with a limited range of clock

rates. If we consider only these compatible clock rates,

then branch lengths cannot vary arbitrarily. Instead,

some branch lengths can be ‘ruled out’ because, using

the clock rates implied by the calibration, they would

convert to lengths of evolutionary time suggesting much

more or much less variation in the data than is actually

seen. In this way, the information provided by our cali-

bration about one point on the tree propagates to the en-

tire tree and ensures that we end up with a limited range

of plausible ages for the entire family.2

2.2 Calibrations—what and where?

We have seen above that calibrations in Bayesian phylo-

genetics have two essential characteristics: first, they are

associated with a point on the tree, and secondly, they

convey our prior knowledge about the age of that point

on the tree. We now expand upon these two crucial

concepts.

2.2.1 Understanding divergence points on trees

In Bayesian phylogenetic analyses, calibrations are

placed on one or more individual nodes of the binary

tree. Calibrations are almost always placed on interior

nodes of the tree (such as those coloured blue in Fig. 1)

and typically the points chosen for calibration are the

most recent common ancestors (MRCAs) of some well-

established family or subfamily. For example, an ana-

lysis of Indo-European languages may place a calibra-

tion on the MRCA of the Germanic languages. Such a

calibration would typically be referred to as ‘a calibra-

tion on Proto-Germanic’, with ‘Proto-Germanic’ under-

stood to refer only to the instantaneous point on the tree

corresponding to that ancestor.

This terminology differs somewhat from what is com-

mon in historical linguistics, where protolanguages are

thought of not as instantaneous points in time but as long-

lived entities, with Proto-Germanic not necessarily any

more fleeting than modern German. This makes perfect

sense as protolanguages can undergo significant changes

while still maintaining their identity as a single language.

With this understanding, protolanguages should strictly

speaking not be identified with the tree nodes correspond-

ing to MRCAs, but rather with the entire branch leading

to the MRCA node. The point on which calibrations are

traditionally placed in Bayesian analyses might be more

comfortably thought of by historical linguists as, for ex-

ample, ‘late Proto-Germanic’. However, even this might

identify a language which persists for some non-trivial

length of time, rather than an instantaneous point. The

process of linguistic divergence is a gradual one without

clear demarcation points specifying times ‘before’ and

‘after’ divergence, as indicated in Fig. 2.

An important and generally overlooked difference

between probabilistic models of evolution and the trad-

itional usage of the family tree model in linguistics is

that the branching events in a probabilistic model do not

correspond to the occurrence of the linguistic change(s)

defining the split. Rather, the branching event represents

Figure 2. Schematic representation of gradual linguistic diver-

gence, where a single protolanguage diverges into two des-

cendant languages after passing through a protracted dialectal

divergence phase where some innovations take place through-

out the entire speaker population but others do not.
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the time when the evolutionary process becomes inde-

pendent for the two lineages. The first actual linguistic

changes in either lineage may not—and typically will

not—occur until sometime after the branching event.3

The branching points where independent evolution

begins can perhaps best be thought of as corresponding

to the point in time where whatever sociolinguistic pre-

requisites are required for independent changes to occur

(e.g. separation/isolation of speaker communities) have

been met. This corresponds roughly to the boundary be-

tween the protolanguage stage and dialectal divergence

stage in Fig. 2.

This raises the question of what sort of evidence

should be considered to indicate that a protolanguage

has, or has not, ‘diverged for calibration purposes’.

Given that probabilistic models do not require any

changes in language data to occur precisely at branching

points, calibration times which are argued for on the

basis of clear indicators of substantial linguistic diver-

gence, such as the breakdown of mutual intelligibility,

are in principle ‘too late’. The very earliest indicators of

impending divergence, such as the first innovations

spreading only through a part of the speaker population,

are probably more suitable, though harder to find, evi-

dence. In practice, the amount of uncertainty expressed

in a well-justified calibration, combined with the inher-

ent uncertainty in dating that results from using prob-

abilistic models, will probably dominate any uncertainty

associated with the difficult issue of deciding which

point in the drawn-out divergence process to calibrate

against. Regardless, we later advocate an approach to

calibration based on using upper and lower bounds,

which helps to avoid this very complicated question.

In addition to interior nodes of the tree, calibration

points must also be placed on the ages of any extinct lan-

guages included in the analysis (unless the extinction is

very recent relative to the likely age of the family—say

within 100 years). Extinct languages correspond to leaf

nodes that are closer to the root, such as the one col-

oured red in Fig. 1. These calibrations (sometimes called

‘tip dates’) are strictly necessary for the correct interpret-

ation of the extinct language data (see Kitchen et al.

(2009) for Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of Semitic lan-

guages including several calibrated extinct languages).

Here the calibration distribution applies directly to the

time of extinction—or, more precisely, to the time at

which the linguistic data used for the extinct language

was sampled. In practice, the distinction between time

of extinction and time of sampling is minimal, as data

for extinct languages typically comes from the youngest

written source, whose age also provides our estimate of

the time of extinction.

2.2.2 Representing beliefs with probability distributions

On the one hand, a formal, statistical approach to dat-

ing language families requires that the information we

provide about the plausible ages of some point on the

tree be put into a form that is precise and explicit. On

the other hand, the best understanding of the relevant

experts as to the plausible ages often involves substantial

uncertainty. This may seem to be a problematic or even

impossible combination, but in fact, Bayesian phyloge-

netics is very well suited to this task. Indeed, one of the

great strengths of the Bayesian paradigm is that—unlike

all other approaches to tree building—it enables practi-

tioners to specify their degree of certainty in the input to

their model and that the outputs, in turn, come with a

clear measure of their uncertainty.

This is achieved by representing beliefs about the age

of a point in a phylogenetic tree as a probability distri-

bution. The Normal (or Gaussian) distribution, some-

times known as the bell curve, is perhaps the most

familiar example of a probability distribution. For pre-

sent purposes, probability distributions can be thought

of as mathematically-defined curves that describe how

belief is ‘spread out’ over a certain range of ages, defined

relative to the present (i.e. ages BP4). Distributions come

in a variety of shapes, and by carefully selecting param-

eter values the shape of a distribution can be made to

represent the views held by the linguistics community

about the time at which a protolanguage diverged. For

example, when a divergence time is known with a high

degree of confidence, it can be represented by a narrow

bell curve (Fig. 3a). Alternatively, when there is

Figure 3. Some examples of probability distribution calibrations.

The narrow Normal distribution conveys high confidence in a di-

vergence date of 1000 YBP, with dates from 500 to 1500 YBP

being plausible. The wide Normal distribution is a less confident

calibration for a divergence date of 2000 YBP, with dates from

1000 to 3000 YBP being plausible. Notice that the peak of the nar-

row distribution is higher than that of the wide distribution—

both distributions have the same total amount of belief to

‘spread around’, so a narrower (i.e. more certain) distribution ne-

cessarily ‘piles its belief higher’. The asymmetric lognormal dis-

tribution is for a divergence date of 3000 YBP, with slightly

younger dates down to 2500 YBP being plausible, but also sig-

nificantly older dates up to 5000 YBP. Notice that the peaks of

the wide Normal and the lognormal distributions have roughly

equal heights—despite their different shapes, both represent

equally confidence in their respective ‘best guesses’.
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substantial uncertainty about a time it may be repre-

sented by a wider, more diffuse bell curve (Fig. 3b). By

carefully choosing the appropriate shape, it is possible

to use a probability distribution to convey not only the

plausible upper and lower limits on a divergence time,

but also which ages within that interval are considered

most or least likely. For example, an asymmetric lognor-

mal distribution (Fig. 3c) can capture the belief that an

event definitely happened before a particular date and

most likely not very far in advance of it. Several of the

many shapes of distribution which can be used for cali-

brations are discussed in Supplementary Material.

3. Calibration in practice

3.1 General principles

The first step in deriving a set of calibrations for a

Bayesian phylogenetic analysis is to identify the candi-

date points in the tree on which calibrations could be

placed. These are the MRCAs of any subfamilies which

are widely accepted as valid genealogical nodes by his-

torical linguists who are experts in the relevant family,

as well as any extinct languages included in the ana-

lysis, whose calibration is mandatory. Note that nested

calibrations are entirely acceptable, for example, it is

no problem to calibrate both Proto-Germanic and its

subgroup Proto-West-Germanic. The Glottolog data-

base (Hammarström, Forkel, and Haspelmath 2018) is

a useful source of conservative genealogical classifica-

tions for over 400 language families, with supporting

citations to the linguistics literature, and can assist

greatly in identifying candidate points. A well-resolved

internal structure of a language family is a great help to

calibration efforts, and families where extensive bor-

rowing and convergence have made the internal struc-

ture so unclear that there are few or even no

uncontroversial subfamilies on which calibrations could

be placed are not ideal candidates for Bayesian dating.

However, so long as recognised subfamilies do exist,

uncertainty or disagreement as to the nature of their re-

latedness within the family should not be seen as a rea-

son to avoid Bayesian analysis. On the contrary,

Bayesian phylogenetic methods may offer useful insight

into precisely this matter.

In general, the more calibrations the better, especially

for analyses using a relaxed clock, where the calibra-

tions must inform not only the mean clock rate but also

the expected degree of variation about this mean. While

calibration of extinct languages is mandatory, it is not

necessary to calibrate all other candidate points. Indeed

it is rarely possible to construct a high-quality

calibration for each candidate point due to a lack of evi-

dence or relevant publications in the literature (especial-

ly for less well-studied families) and some candidates

may simply not be helpful points to calibrate. Three

basic principles for selecting calibration points which we

elaborate on below are: (1) prefer calibrations on subfa-

milies with lots of variation over those with little vari-

ation, (2) take care in calibrating subfamilies with

unusually faster or slower rates of change, and (3) prefer

calibrating subfamilies which are well sampled in the

linguistic data to be analysed.

Recall that the mechanism by which calibrations in-

form estimates of language family age is by helping to

estimate the expected rate at which changes in the data

occur. Therefore, it is important that there is enough

variation in the data for the languages in a calibrated

subfamily. Calibration on a small set of languages which

have only recently diverged and for which the majority

of available data points share the same value has a much

reduced ability to inform clock rate estimates. Such a

calibration is able to rule out certain rates as ‘too fast’ to

explain the data (if those rates make it highly unlikely

that no or few changes would have occurred within the

calibrated timespan), but is compatible with arbitrarily

slow rates, and thus cannot help to establish an upper

bound on family age. Thus, broadly speaking, candidate

points which are associated with more variation are bet-

ter than those associated with less (although see below

regarding extreme points). This typically translates into

preferring older, larger subfamilies over smaller,

younger ones, although this is only a rule of thumb.

Calibrating only older subfamilies may be counterpro-

ductive, though, as older protolanguages are less likely

to have written sources or other clear points of evidence,

resulting in less certain calibrations.

Care must be taken when calibrating points corre-

sponding to groups of languages which are believed to

have undergone a change at unusually fast or slow rates

relative to the rest of the family, for example, due to

prolonged, intense contact with other families or ex-

treme geographic isolation. If the only calibration in

analysis were placed on a subfamily with an unusually

fast or slow rate, there is a risk that the language family

age will be under- or over-estimated as this uncharacter-

istic rate is interpreted as the family’s norm. This is not

to say that such ‘extreme points’ should not be cali-

brated. On the contrary, it is important to calibrate

them to ensure that they are assigned their believed age,

rather than being incorrectly dated on the basis of the

more typical rate for the family. Calibrating extreme

points is especially important for relaxed clock analyses,

as such points are highly informative about the extent of
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clock rate variation. However, regardless of whether a

strict or relaxed clock is used, every effort should be

made to also place calibrations on more typical points to

provide counterbalance, ensuring that the family’s typ-

ical rate is estimated as accurately as possible.

It is rare that a linguistic dataset contains data for

every language in a family and careful attention must be

paid when a dataset narrowly samples from a large sub-

family. As an extreme example, consider an analysis of

the Indo-European language family where the only

Germanic languages represented in the dataset were

Icelandic and Norwegian. A literature review may sug-

gest that Proto-Germanic is around 2,500 years old.

However, the MRCA of all the Germanic languages in

this analysis (i.e. of Icelandic and Norwegian) is not

Proto-Germanic, but in fact the significantly younger

Proto-West-Scandinavian. Applying a calibration distri-

bution with a mean of 2,500 years to this point would

thus significantly underestimate the rate of change. The

addition of data for a single more distantly related

Germanic language, say Dutch, would solve this prob-

lem and permit the 2,500-year-old calibration to be

used; the MRCA of Icelandic, Norwegian, and Dutch is

indeed Proto-Germanic. Even Dutch and Icelandic alone

would not be problematic, as the requirement is not that

all or even most languages in a subfamily be represented

in the data, but that as much as possible of the subfam-

ily’s genealogical diversity be represented. If a subfamily

is only narrowly sampled, such that the MRCA of

the sample is much more recent than the MRCA of the

entire subfamily, then there are two solutions.

Preferably, a calibration should be sought for the

MRCA of the actually sampled languages (in this case,

Proto-West-Scandinavian). If such a calibration cannot

be found, a less informative calibration can be placed on

subfamily’s ‘originate’ age. This option is discussed

in Supplementary Material (see section Originate

calibrations).

Once the points to be calibrated have been identified,

the next step is to begin research aimed at finding esti-

mated ages for as many of these points as is practical.

We propose that a minimum standard for the field be

that every calibration used in an analysis where family

dating is one of the primary subjects of investigation is

backed up by at least one citation of a published and

peer-reviewed scholarly source, with an explicit and

clear statement of the full reasoning behind the complete

probability distribution used. The linguistics literature

contains many very rough estimates of the ages of vari-

ous families, which are often stated as loosely as ‘about

five or six centuries ago’ and are presented without any

argumentation whatsoever. Even when published by

respected authors in well-regarded journals, these claims

are not suitable as-is for use in calibration. Instead, cali-

brations should be based on explicit hypotheses about

language history derived from specific, published pieces

of data. Such calibrations can be supported or contra-

dicted by future work in the relevant disciplines, and

readers and reviewers of analyses using them can make

informed decisions about how plausible the calibrations

are. These are extremely important criteria for serious

research on language divergence timing and they are

undermined by vague or implicit arguments and appeals

to authority or conventional wisdom. With the emer-

gence of a new generation of quantitative methods for

estimating divergence times, we advocate for increased

emphasis on explicit argumentation for suggested tim-

ings in historical linguistics publications. The rest of this

section of the article makes recommendations on how to

achieve the ‘transparent calibrations’ we argue for

above.

3.2 Choosing a probability distribution and
parameters

We propose the following as a generally applicable pro-

cess for establishing probabilistic calibrations on proto-

languages to be used as a guideline when compiling

information and consulting experts. The key is to iden-

tify two times, based on any of the many possible types

of evidence discussed below, to act as upper and lower

bounds on the age of the protolanguage. This involves

identifying evidence for a time when the language had

definitely not begun to diverge (e.g. a written artifact in

an early stage of the protolanguage) as well as some in-

dependent evidence for a time when the language clearly

had diverged (e.g. a sound change or a loanword which

occurs only in some descendant languages and not

others). These two bounds can then be used to determine

parameters for a probability distribution such that 95%

of the total belief (formally, probability mass) is placed

between these two bounds. This can be interpreted as

informing the model ‘I am 95% sure that the true age of

this protolanguage lies within this range’. If there is sub-

stantial uncertainty in the dating of the evidence, or in

whether they reliably indicate bounds on the protolan-

guage divergence time, it is also possible to put, say,

75% or even 50% of the probability mass between the

two endpoints.

Using separate upper and lower bounds to establish

the limits of a probability distribution requires more re-

search effort than finding a single point of evidence, but

it has significant advantages. Most importantly, a pair

of bounds informs not just the position on a timeline
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where a distribution should place most of its belief, but

also how widely that belief should be spread. When a

single item of evidence is used to argue that the mean of

a Normal distribution (which positions the peak of the

bell curve) should be set to a certain time, it can be very

difficult to make a principled choice as to the distribu-

tion’s standard deviation (which controls the ‘spread’ or

width of the curve). With the bounds-based approach,

every parameter of the distribution is derived from the

same explicit argument. This approach also allows us to

sidestep the very tricky conceptual issue discussed in

Section 2.2.1. The time which is actually being cali-

brated in Bayesian phylogenetics (the time when linguis-

tic evolution becomes independent for two lineages,

without any changes necessarily having occurred) is very

difficult to reason about and does not leave clear evi-

dence. However, that time is necessarily contained be-

tween our two bounds, which correspond to states

which do leave clear evidence.

When choosing bounds for a calibration, there may

be a temptation to ‘play it safe’ by either defining a

very wide calibration interval, or by using a narrow

interval but putting only 50% of the probability mass

inside it, but either of these provides limited constraint

on the range of clock rates, and will only result in a

very uncertain estimate of the root age—a principle of

‘uncertainty in, uncertainty out’ applies. In order to

make the calibration as informative as possible, we

should endeavour to find the youngest item of evidence

for protolanguage unity and the oldest item of evidence

for protolanguage disintegration (mathematically

speaking, we want the greatest lower bound and the

least upper bound).

Identifying upper and lower bounds for 95% of a dis-

tribution’s probability does not uniquely specify a distri-

bution—thought must also be given to the shape of the

distribution (Fig. 3). A sensible and frequently used de-

fault option is to use a Normal or Gaussian distribution,

with the familiar bell curve shape. Because Normal dis-

tributions are symmetric, if the parameters are set so

that 95% of the density is between two bounds, the

peak of the distribution (or, formally, the mode, which

conveys our ‘best guess’ as to the age being calibrated)

will be located at the midpoint between those two end-

points. There may be times when we have reason to be-

lieve instead that the true age is probably closer to one

endpoint than the other. In such situations, an asymmet-

ric probability distribution is appropriate. The lognor-

mal distribution is a common choice, though not the

only option. We remind the reader that various prob-

ability distributions and situations when they may be

useful are described in Supplementary Material.

In some cases (e.g. badly understudied language fam-

ilies), it may be difficult to find both upper and lower

bounds for many points in an analysis, especially if the

range of candidate calibration points is small. If only an

upper bound can be found, then, as a last resort a lower

bound of 0 years is always applicable, and similarly the

upper bound can always be set to an implausibly high

date (say 15,000 years). If using one of these ‘extreme

bounds’, the Normal distribution is not appropriate, as

it will assign the highest probability to the midpoint of

the interval; whereas if we know only that a divergence

is <2,000 years old, it does not necessarily follow that

we believe it is more likely to be 1,000 years old than

500 or 1,500 years old. Uniform distributions are a

straightforward alternative for this situation, as they do

not suppose that any one date within their bounds is

more probable than any other. However, uniform distri-

butions have problems of their own and we argue that in

situations involving only a single date an exponential

distribution may be a more suitable choice (see

Supplementary Material for a detailed discussion).

Using a single point of evidence to justify a Normal or

Lognormal distribution should, as a rule, be avoided

and ideally should be done only with an explicit and

careful justification for the choice of all the distribution

parameters.

An especially challenging calibration situation occurs

when there is reason to believe that a language subfam-

ily diverged at approximately the same time as some

other event with a known date, but no solid arguments

can be made regarding whether divergence occurred be-

fore or after the event in question, nor is there any clear

idea of how wide an interval may separate the two

times. Calibrations based on cases like this must be con-

sidered highly speculative; they should be used only as a

last resort for studies where the accuracy of the resulting

divergence estimate is not critical to the overall research

goal. Ideally, they should be used in combination with at

least one more principled calibration.

When constructing this kind of calibration, it is sens-

ible to use the known time as the centre of the calibra-

tion interval; the real difficulty lies in setting the width

of the interval, which must necessarily be arbitrary.

Later in this article, we derive three principled calibra-

tion distributions for the Uralic language family, the

least certain of which has a 95% highest density interval

spanning roughly 1,200 years. Guided by the idea that

speculative and poorly argued calibrations should not

convey more certainty than even the least certain of cali-

brations which can be justified based on clear evidence,

we advise that 1,500 years should be the minimum cali-

bration interval width considered for such calibrations.
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Of course, there is no good reason to assume that the

least certain calibration in our small case study is repre-

sentative of principled uncertainty about divergence

times in general, so this 1,500-year minimum should be

critically reassessed over time.

Since the timing of events in the distant past will typ-

ically be less certain than more recent events, we reluc-

tantly offer the following as a rule of thumb for rough

calibrations derived from a single date: the width of the

calibration interval should be equal to half the time of

the calibration’s midpoint, or 1,500 years, whichever is

greater. For example, a linguistic divergence believed to

have happened around the time of a historical event

dated to 4000 YBP might be calibrated with a Normal

distribution centred on 4000 YBP and with 95% of its

probability mass between 3,000 and 5000 YBP, defining

an interval 2,000 years wide (half of 4,000). However,

for a divergence event dated to 2000 YBP, an interval

width of 1,000 years (half of 2,000) would be narrower

than our recommended minimum width of 1,500 years.

Instead, this calibration might be realised with a Normal

distribution with 95% of its probability mass between

1250 YBP and 2750 YBP.

3.3 Calibration from written artifacts

Written artifacts are in some ways the ideal source of

calibration information for dating language families.

Because they are physical objects, their age can often be

estimated quite precisely using reliable, objective meth-

ods from archeology such as radiocarbon dating—or the

age may be clear from text-internal evidence.

Furthermore, because the artifact is fundamentally lin-

guistic in nature, there is little difficulty in associating

this precise date with a particular language, which can

be problematic with non-linguistic archaeological arti-

facts (discussed below). Unfortunately, written artifacts

are quite rare, as most languages do not have, or histor-

ically did not have, a written form and were only spo-

ken. Even when written artifacts do exist, their

application to calibrations is not totally straightforward.

The primary difficulty is in deciding how the time at

which the artifact was written relates to the time of

interest.

To take an illustrative example from a high-profile

study, in Bouckaert et al. (2012)’s Indo-European ana-

lysis a Normal distribution with mean 1,875.0 and SD

67.0 (95% interval �1745–2005 YBP) is used to cali-

brate Northwest Germanic, on the grounds that the

‘Earliest attested North Germanic inscriptions date from

3rd century CE’ (�1710–1810 YBP at time of publica-

tion). The rationale for this calibration is unclear, as the

inscriptions are in a different language from that whose

disintegration is being calibrated: presumably, it is based

on an unspoken argument that at least �30 and no more

than �300 years are required to account for known

changes between late Northwest Germanic and early

North Germanic. This may or may not be defensible

based on expert knowledge of Germanic language his-

tory, although as long as the argument is unstated it is

unlikely to be adequately scrutinised by a reviewer.

Regardless of its validity in this case, the approach of

narrowly constraining the age of a language based on

the age of artifacts containing writing in a descendant

language cannot be applied generally, as sufficient

knowledge of the tree topology and detailed reconstruc-

tions of earlier languages may not be available in many

cases. A more limited form of constraint based on des-

cendant languages is possible in some cases and is dis-

cussed later.

A more transparent and universally applicable ap-

proach to calibration from written artifacts is possible.

If an artifact contains, say, written Proto-North-

Germanic text (from any stage in the protolanguage’s

development), then it must necessarily have been written

prior to the disintegration of Proto-North-Germanic,

but in general, there are no guarantees as to whether it

was written immediately before disintegration or well in

advance of it. As such, the appropriate use of a dateable

written artifact is only as a one-sided upper bound on

the divergence time of the language in which it is writ-

ten, that is, the disintegration of the language attested in

the written artifact must have happened after the date of

the artifact. This should be considered the standard use

of written artifacts for calibration, and Normal or log-

normal calibrations based only on a single written arti-

fact should be avoided or considered acceptable only if

they are accompanied by exceptionally clear and con-

vincing arguments. In general, narrow calibrations can

be obtained only by combining a written artifact with

some other item of evidence (possibly but not necessarily

another written artifact) to provide a complementary

bound. Note that this upper bound only approach

requires no knowledge of the genealogical structure of

the subfamily being calibrated beyond the fact that the

language attested in the artifact belongs to the

subfamily.

In some circumstances, written artifacts can also be

validly used as lower bounds for calibrations. Such an

approach is seen in a recent analysis of the Dravidian

family (Kolipakam et al. 2018), where the ‘South I’ sub-

family, which includes the Tamil language, is calibrated

using a uniform distribution to be at least 2,250 years

old on the grounds that Tamil is ‘first recorded in a lithic
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inscription . . . which is dated to c. 254 BCE’. This is a

sound approach (the protolanguage from which Tamil

descended is necessarily older than Tamil itself) but is

possible only because of prior knowledge of Tamil’s re-

latedness to other Dravidian languages. A similar strat-

egy was used by Kitchen et al. (2009), where the

divergence of the Semitic languages was calibrated to be

older than 4350 YBP, this being the age of ‘the earliest

known epigraphic evidence of [the Semitic language]

Akkadian’. The use of written artifacts to calibrate lin-

guistic analyses is strongly analogous to the use of fossils

to calibrate analyses of molecular (e.g. DNA) data and

use of lower bound only calibrations as described above

is indeed a common practice in the paleontology litera-

ture (Barba-Montoya, Dos Reis, and Yang 2017).

In principle, given adequate knowledge of the fam-

ily structure, a single written artifact may inform two

calibrations, by acting as an upper bound for the oldest

descendent subfamily and as a lower bound for the

youngest subfamily it belongs to. For example, the

early North Germanic inscriptions referenced in

Bouckaert et al. (2012) could provide both an upper

bound on North Germanic divergence and a lower

bound on Northwest Germanic—although a tighter

upper bound on North Germanic divergence may be

possible using the latest attested North Germanic

inscriptions.

3.4 Calibration from archaeology

Deriving linguistic calibrations from datings in the arch-

aeological literature is often a highly attractive propos-

ition, due to the availability of precise and objective

dating techniques. However, except for the special case

above where the dated artifacts contain writing, the

practice of identifying an archaeologically attested cul-

ture (i.e. the group of people who produced a particular

set of dateable artifacts) with a linguistic community

(i.e. the group of people who spoke a particular proto-

language) is typically neither precise nor objective (but

see Rahkonen (2017) for a recent example of using topo-

nymic evidence to attempt a principled identification).

We argue that assuming two such groups of people are

identical and then using the known age of one to infer

the age of the other is methodologically backwards. It

would be preferable instead to date both groups by as

independent means as possible first and then treat over-

lapping age estimates as evidence that they may indeed

be one and the same. The opposite approach introduces

a risk of circularity, where archaeologists and linguists

cite each other, each believing that the other field has

conclusively dated the community.

Archaeological sources can provide viable calibra-

tions in some circumstances. Perhaps the clearest ex-

ample is the case of the Austronesian language family,

whose diversification occurred alongside the geographic

expansion of its speakers via a series of ‘island hopping’

oceanic voyages. Each migration brought a subset of the

language community into a new, uninhabited environ-

ment, while simultaneously introducing a substantial

barrier to linguistic contact with the founding commu-

nity. That each island was previously uninhabited means

the earliest archeological evidence of human presence on

an island can be reliably attributed to the speaker group

of interest and the barrier to communication means the

arrival time actually corresponds very closely to the time

of interest, when language evolution becomes independ-

ent for two branches of a tree. Thus, it is quite reason-

able to use the age of the earliest archaeological finds on

an island to directly calibrate the corresponding point

on the Austronesian tree. This method was used in a

Bayesian analysis of Austronesian (Gray, Drummond,

and Greenhill 2009) to place a calibration on the age of

Proto-Oceanic: ‘the speakers of Proto Oceanic arrived in

Oceania around 3000–3300 years ago and brought with

them distinctively Austronesian societal organization

and cultural artefacts. These artefacts have been identi-

fied and dated archaeologically’ (Gray, Atkinson, and

Greenhill 2011).

Unfortunately, this pattern of migration into unin-

habited territories separated by linguistic barriers is

quite rare, making Austronesian an unusually straight-

forward case for archaeological calibration. Language

families in Eurasia, for example, present a much more

challenging case. Tens of thousands of years of habita-

tion, migration, language shift, and exchange of material

cultures mean that associations between archeological

and linguistic cultures are necessarily highly uncertain

and, in general, cannot be relied upon for linguistic cali-

bration. Even if it could somehow be determined with

certainty that the population responsible for a particular

set of archaeological artifacts spoke a language belong-

ing to a particular family, this is only half the battle. It is

also important and also difficult to establish how that

population’s dated arrival to or departure from a par-

ticular area relates to the divergence of a particular

subfamily.

This is not to say archaeology can contribute nothing

of relevance to the calibration of non-Austronesian lan-

guage families. Directly calibrating language subfamilies

from archaeological cultures (as practiced in e.g.

Grollemund et al. 2015) should be avoided, but archae-

ology may still be able to inform calibrations if linguistic

evidence suggests that a subfamily diverged before or
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after some event which is clearly attested in the archaeo-

logical record, for example, the arrival of a particular re-

ligion to some part of the world (see Section 3.6 and

some calibrations in our Uralic case study for discussion

and examples).

Developing a more explicit and detailed account of

when and how justifiable linguistic calibrations can be

derived from archaeological evidence might be consid-

ered a valuable research priority for the field; there are

many parts of the world where written artifacts or his-

torical records are sparse or absent and are likely to re-

main so, but archaeological evidence of human presence

can still be found.

3.5 Calibration from historical records

Historical records can often be dated with considerable

precision; sometimes even to a particular year, rivaling

the precision offered by radiocarbon dating. They may

also be more reliably associated with a particular lan-

guage than non-written archaeological artifacts. These

properties make them a useful source of information for

linguistic calibrations. However, historical records rare-

ly refer directly to languages or to language divergence

and when they do it cannot be taken for granted that the

authors have carefully distinguished, for example, lan-

guages from ethnicities or dialects from languages.

Because of this lack of direct reference, calibrations

based on historical records usually require some non-

trivial interpretation or hypothesising to relate the con-

tent of the records to language history. It is vitally im-

portant that this logic is made explicit, as the validity of

the calibration cannot be assessed without it. In particu-

lar, the nature of this argument determines whether the

date(s) in the records constitute an upper or lower

bound on the divergence time, or a direct estimate of it.

We now consider some concrete examples from the

literature.

Analyses of the Indo-European language family pro-

vide some examples of challenging calibrations from the

historical record. In one analysis of the Indo-European

language family (Gray and Atkinson 2003), the

Romance languages are calibrated on the grounds that

‘the Romance languages probably began to diverge prior

to the fall of the Roman Empire’ (Gray, Atkinson, and

Greenhill 2011). Noting that Dacia was conquered by

Rome in 112 AD, while the last Roman troops were

withdrawn south of the Danube in 270 AD, Gray and

Atkinson ‘constrained the age of the node corresponding

to the most recent common ancestor of the Romance

languages to AD 150–300’, or 1700–1850 YBP. A sub-

sequent Indo-European analysis (Bouckaert et al. 2012)

refers to the same historical dates of 112 AD and 270

AD, but, without explanation, uses a different calibra-

tion with a Normal distribution centred on 2000 YBP

and a 95% interval of 1700–2300 YBP.

These calibrations are an example of good practice in

one respect: they explicitly state a hypothesis relating

the time of Romance divergence to a particular historic-

al event (it happened prior to the fall of the Roman

Empire) and presents historical dates claimed to relate

to that event (presumably the dates of the Dacian con-

quest and the troop withdrawal are supposed to bound

the ‘beginning of the end’ for the Romans). This permits

the calibration to be critically assessed by linguists and

historians. However, the conversion of this hypothesis

into a probability distribution appears to have been a

cause for confusion. The narrow 150 year wide window,

with endpoints very close to the cited historical dates,

seems to represent the uncertainty surrounding the tim-

ing of the start of the fall of the Roman empire, not of

an event which happened ‘prior to’ that fall—unless the

claim is strengthened considerably to ‘almost immedi-

ately before’. The window used in the later paper is

much wider and permits Romance divergence to have

begun as much as 500 years earlier than the beginning of

the fall. This seems a more realistic calibration, although

the 500-year cut-off remains essentially arbitrary. Some

degree of arbitrariness is unavoidable in any attempt to

turn a claim that a linguistic divergence happened before

(or after) some individual point in time into a calibration

distribution which is bounded on both sides. Avoiding

arbitrary endpoints is a key advantage of deriving cali-

brations from explicit upper and lower bounds. Another

point of evidence, historical or otherwise, establishing a

date for clear Romance unity would provide an upper

bound and permit a non-arbitrary calibration.

A similar discussion holds for an analysis of Japonic

languages (Lee and Hasegawa 2011), in which the diver-

gence of the Kyoto and Tokyo dialects of Japanese are

calibrated on the grounds that: ‘from historical records,

it is clear that . . . Kyoto has been the political centre of

Japan from around 1200 YBP until the Tokugawa mili-

tary regime . . . moved the government to the city of Edo

(present Tokyo) 407 YBP . . . following the shift of

power, the governing elite, merchants and craftsman set-

tled into the new capital, and their languages . . . fused

with native dialects . . . to give rise to a distinct dialect’.

It is very clear that 407 YBP is an upper bound on the

linguistic divergence time and since the date of the move

of government is presumably known with high confi-

dence, the primary source of uncertainty comes from the

question of how long after the move the divergence

began. However, the calibration distribution used is a
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wide Normal distribution centred on 407 YBP, which

assigns equal belief to dates before and after the move.

In the absence of an additional point of evidence provid-

ing a lower bound, a reversed exponential distribution

(see Supplementary Material) parameterised to place

99% of its belief between 0 YBP and 407 YBP would

seem a more accurate representation.

Despite their shortcomings, we reiterate that these

calibrations should be considered examples of good

practice in the way they make an explicit historical argu-

ment which is clear enough that their choice of distribu-

tion can be critically assessed by third parties, as we

have done here. This has not always been the case in the

literature. For example, in Gray, Drummond, and

Greenhill (2009), the Austronesian subfamily Chamic is

calibrated to be between 1800 and 2500 YBP on the

grounds that ‘speakers of the Chamic language subgroup

were described in Chinese records around 1800 years

ago and probably entered Vietnam around 2600 years

ago’ (Gray, Atkinson, and Greenhill 2011). The calibra-

tion interval used makes it clear that the date of the

Chinese records has been interpreted as an upper bound

on the time of Chamic divergence, but this is valid only

if the records somehow indicate the existence of a uni-

fied Proto-Chamic language. In fact, the records in ques-

tion appear only to be the first description of the

kingdom of Champa and its raiding activities (Thurgood

1999). While it is possible that the entire Chamic family

descends from the language of the kingdom of Champa,

it is also logically possible that the language spoken in

the kingdom of Champa had sister languages which are

also ancestors of today’s Chamic languages. If there is

additional evidence which discounts this possibility it

should be explicitly stated as part of the justification for

the calibration.

3.6 Calibration from historical linguistic
scholarship

While calibration dates for language families without

written records are typically sought from extra-linguistic

sources such as archaeology and history, there are situa-

tions in which historical linguistic analysis in its own

right can be brought to bear on the problem, without

the risk of circularity.

Perhaps the best-known way that historical linguis-

tics can yield absolute timing information is via linguis-

tic paleontology— the reconstruction of vocabulary

relating to technological or cultural innovations such as

agriculture or religion, as well as features of the natural

environment. It may be possible to date these phenom-

ena reliably by archaeological means or through

historical records. If a term corresponding to one of

these features can be reconstructed to a particular node

in a family tree, this suggests that the feature was present

prior to the disintegration of the node in question. This

can, however, be a hazardous assumption. Reuse of old

words in new contexts can lead to wholesale semantic

change across a family: for example, a term for a domes-

ticated species may have referred previously to a wild

animal; a term for a technology item may have referred

to similar but distinct technology items earlier. These

concerns are not hypothetical, and there are established

cases of reconstructed protolanguages containing words

for species which are not archaeologically attested in the

relevant speaker areas, while lacking words for species

which are attested. For discussion of these problems in

the application of linguistic paleontology to Indo-

European chronology, see, for example, Krell (1998),

Heggarty (2006), and Heggarty and Renfrew (2014).

Finally, the process of etymological nativisation,5 where

previous sound changes are applied retrospectively to

borrowed words (Aikio 2007), can make words appear

to be reconstructable to a time earlier than their actual

arrival. For all these reasons, linguistic paleontology

must be considered a risky undertaking, and calibrations

from alternative methods should be preferred wherever

possible.

A different approach to absolute dating via historical

linguistics is based on identifying linguistic borrowings

from a source which has a long written history or clearer

historical record than the recipient language. If borrow-

ings can be identified between languages in the family

being calibrated and another family whose chronology

is well understood, then known timings for the ‘donor’

family can imply timings for the recipient. This is be-

cause borrowing typically occurs only between contem-

porary languages. However, loanwords can be mediated

to one language through another, for example, Romani

did not acquire loanwords directly from Arabic but via

Persian or Armenian (Matras 2002). Such indirect bor-

rowings could in principle cause ‘borrowing through

time’, resulting in an inaccurate calibration. Thus, cali-

brations should only be based on loanwords for which

such scenarios can be convincingly ruled out or the

spread can be argued to have occurred very rapidly.

Special care must be taken not to derive calibrations

from so-called wandering words, often concentrated in

the semantic fields of, for example, technological inno-

vations (Haynie et al. 2014), which are geographically

widely diffused loanwords with parallels in various lan-

guages and language families, resulting in the original

donor language being difficult to identify (Campbell and

Mixco 2007). In addition to issues of mediated
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borrowing, it is also important to pay close attention to

the process by which the timing for the donor family

was established. Regardless of the quality of the scholar-

ship identifying the borrowings, if the donor family’s

tree has been timed by imprecise or unreliable means,

then calibrations derived from it will be imprecise or un-

reliable in kind. Thus, this approach works best when

the donor language is attested in dateable written arti-

facts or when the contact between the two families is

known to be associated with a historical event that can

be dated by other means. This approach to calibration

has not yet been utilised very widely, but we believe it

can be quite powerful. Our calibration of the Uralic lan-

guage family presented below is achieved primarily by

this kind of argument.

4. Uralic case study

The Uralic language family is a relatively well-studied

family whose genealogical unity is firmly established

(for a condensed review of family models, see Syrjänen

et al. (2013)). It consists of �40 languages spoken in a

large area in North-Eastern Europe and Western Siberia,

extending from the Eastern side of the Ural Mountains

to Fennoscandia in the West, with the exception of

Hungarian which is located in central Europe. The first

studies considering the relatedness of Uralic languages

were conducted in the 18th century and later, with the

emergence of the historical-comparative method, the

first Uralic family trees were drawn in the 19th century

(Donner 1879). The most recent approaches include

phylogenetic research on evolution of the family

(Honkola et al. 2013; Lehtinen et al. 2014; Syrjänen

et al. 2013).

The age and subgrouping of the family have been sys-

tematically studied for over a century, but a consensus

on the age of the family has yet to emerge. Earlier esti-

mates gave it an age of around 6,000 years or even older

(Janhunen 2000; Korhonen 1981), while the 21st cen-

tury has seen a trend towards revising these estimates

downwards, to as little as 4,000 years (Häkkinen 2009;

Heikkilä 2014; Kallio 2006b). In general, considerations

of Uralic sound history (Janhunen 2000) the timing of

loanwords from Indo-European (Joki 1973; Koivulehto

2001), linguistic paleontology (Häkkinen 2009), and

results from archaeology (Parpola 2012), have all been

used to inform Uralic age estimates. To date, there has

only been a single attempt to estimate the age of the

family using the Bayesian quantitative framework out-

lined here (Honkola et al. 2013), arriving at an age esti-

mate for Proto-Uralic of 5300 YBP (95% interval 3330–

7500 YBP).

In this section, we present an evaluation and synthe-

sis of information concerning the timing of proto-

language divergences published by various experts of

Uralic historical linguistics. We aim to increase the ac-

cessibility of this large body of scholarship to those

interested in dating Proto-Uralic divergence by transpar-

ently discussing both suitable and unsuitable lines of evi-

dence for establishing reliable calibrations. The set of

calibrations we eventually derive is a substantial im-

provement upon those used by Honkola et al. (2013).

We recommend their use in future Bayesian analyses of

the Uralic languages and indeed in any research requir-

ing precise and principled information on Uralic diver-

gence times.

The new calibrations also serve as an illustrative

‘worked example’ for the principles established above

and as a promotion of the philosophy of publishing the

explicit and detailed process of formulating calibrations.

Such ‘transparent calibrations’ can easily be reviewed

and improved by expert linguists, which would be a very

welcome contribution to the newly developing field of

language family dating. Publishing them independently

of any analysis encourages the reuse of a standard set of

calibrations for a given language family, for analyses of

different kinds of data (e.g. lexical and typological) or of

the same data using different evolutionary models. It

also means the calibrations can be evaluated as good or

poor matches to the current state of knowledge on their

own merits, without any consideration being given to di-

vergence datings or tree topologies which may later be

derived from them.

The establishment of calibrations for the Uralic lan-

guage family is especially challenging due to the sparsity

of written records (the oldest sources of written Uralic

language date to no later than 800 YBP (Laakso 1991)

and the large number of archaeologically attested cul-

tures present in the speaker areas, none of which have

been lastingly accepted as being associated with any par-

ticular Uralic speaking population (see e.g. Korhonen

(1984) for a formerly influential theory linking Proto-

Uralic to the Lyalovo culture and Lang (2018) for more

recent proposals). However, Uralic languages have bor-

rowed a notable amount of linguistic material from non-

Uralic languages belonging to families for which written

material and historical documentation reach further

back in time than they do for Uralic. Careful analysis of

sound changes in the receiving languages and the donor

language families (especially Indo-European) allows cer-

tain stages in the diversification of the Uralic languages

to be associated with stages in the diversification of

other families for which absolute times are known with

some confidence. Thus, even in the absence of written or
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historical records, the Uralic family can be calibrated

based on loanword analysis.

As discussed in Section 3, calibration points must be

placed on the most recent common ancestor of estab-

lished subfamilies of the family being dated. Thanks to

careful study of the Uralic family with the comparative

method of historical linguistics, the internal structure of

the family is relatively well understood and there is

strong agreement on the identity of several subfamilies.

These include the Finnic languages, the Mordvinic lan-

guages, the Permic languages, the Saamic languages, the

Samoyedic languages, and the Ugric languages.

A number of higher-level subfamilies of Uralic have also

been proposed, but their validity is not as well-

established as any of the subfamilies listed above. One

such subfamily, Finno-Saamic, was calibrated in the ear-

lier Bayesian analysis of Uralic, with a 95% age interval

of 2000–3000 YBP (Honkola et al. 2013). However,

since the Finno-Saamic subfamily is not well-established

(Saarikivi and Grünthal 2005), and some phonological

studies suggest a single joint protolanguage for the

Finnic, Saamic, and Mordvinic languages (Häkkinen

2007), we opt not to consider Finno-Saamic calibration

here and limit our focus to undisputed subfamilies.

4.1 Calibration of the Finnic languages

We derive an upper bound for the divergence of Finnic

from analysis of Indo-European loanwords. Finnic con-

tains Proto-Scandinavian borrowings from the time of

Early Runic, which is attested in dateable written

records. The distribution of these loans across Finnic

languages and consideration of which sound changes

they have participated in suggests that Late Proto-Finnic

was still in a unified state around 1500–1800 YBP

(Kallio 2015). Similarly, early Slavic borrowings into

Finnic suggest that Finnic remained unified around

1200–1600 YBP. The acquisition of these loanwords is

estimated from an archaeological dating of the Northern

spread of Slavic (Kallio 2006a). These two windows,

based on independent evidence, overlap between 1500–

1600 YBP, so we take 1550 YBP as a point in time

where we can be confident but not certain that Late

Proto-Finnic was in a unified state. The slightly older

Proto-Scandinavian times based on written records must

be considered more reliable than the younger Slavic

times based on archaeology and there has also been a

suggestion that an early sound change marking the very

beginning of minor dialectal differentiation within

Proto-Finnic can be dated as early as 1850 YBP

(Heikkilä 2014). Therefore, we take 1850 YBP as a

highly confident upper bound.

Approximate time for the beginning of Proto-Finnic

divergence can be estimated by considering the latest

known loanwords which were borrowed into a unified

Proto-Finnic, with subsequent loanwords failing to

spread across the entire linguistic continuum. For ex-

ample, some of the last known borrowings into a unified

Proto-Finnic are Slavic Christian terms, which can be

roughly dated to 1200 YBP. This dating is based on the

fact that these terms were borrowed into Slavic from

Old High German (Heikkilä 2019; Kallio 2006a;

Kiparsky 1975). Since the earliest attestation of Old

High German is from 789 AD (Bergmann et al. 2007),

these Christian terms cannot have been acquired into

Finnic any earlier. Archaeology provides additional evi-

dence for the arrival of Christianity to the Proto-Finnic

speaker area at this time, since a Slavic movement into

the area is estimated to have started in the eighth century

(Kallio 2006a; Purhonen 1998), and religious artifacts,

for example, cross-shaped jewelry, tie the archaeological

material to the Slavic branch of Christianity specifically

(Heikkilä 2019).

Another late borrowing into unified Proto-Finnic is

an ethnonymic term for Swedes, borrowed from

Scandinavian and whose distribution and phonology

suggest that it was in turn borrowed from Finnic into

East Slavic. This chain of borrowing suggests a timing

around the beginning of the Viking Age (1250 YBP) be-

cause later trade routes enabled direct contact between

the Vikings and Slavs (Schalin 2014). The Christian ter-

minology from Slavic and the Scandinavian ethnonym

together motivate 1225 YBP as a ‘best guess’ as to the

time at which divergence began. Note that our use of

archaeological evidence here does not contradict our ad-

vice in Section 3.4; we are not making assumptions

about which language was spoken by the people produc-

ing certain artifacts, but rather about their religious

beliefs, which we argue can be significantly more reli-

ably inferred from artifacts.

A clear lower bound for the divergence of Finnic is

difficult to find. Many scholars have expressed certainty

that the divergence was complete by 1000 AD (Heikkilä

2014; Janhunen 2009; Kallio 2014), but this is appar-

ently based on little more than the notion that Finnic di-

vergence was driven by intensive contact with both

Slavic and Viking populations, beginning some centuries

before this date (and in the Viking case ending very

shortly after it). Further, reconstruction of Finnic speak-

er areas at around 1000 AD based on various types of

evidence (Frog and Saarikivi 2015) suggests that by this

time Finnic languages were spoken on both sides of the

Gulf of Finland. Increasing Viking and Hanseatic

League influence in these waters are believed to have
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caused diminishing contact between Finnic speakers on

opposite sides of the Gulf, contributing to the separation

of the Finnic dialect continuum, supporting the idea this

process was underway by 1000 AD. Thus we might take

1000 YBP as a lower bound, although the supporting

arguments cannot be considered highly certain.

Definitive evidence of Finnic divergence in the form of

written records is attested in 1329 AD, by which time a

sound change had rendered South-Western dialects of

Finnish clearly different from other Finnish dialects and

from Estonian (Heikkilä 2016). Since major diversifica-

tion had happened before this point, we take 670 YBP

as a highly confident lower bound.

Thus, we have the best guess at the time of Finnic di-

vergence of 1225 YBP, with upper and lower bounds of

very high confidence of 670 YBP and 1850 YBP, and

tighter bounds of moderate confidence of 1000 YBP and

1550 YBP. Because the best guess is very close (within

50 years) to the midpoints of both sets of bounds, it is

sensible to represent this calibration with a Normal dis-

tribution. Calibrating in units of millennia, we set a

mean of 1.225 and an SD of 0.23. This corresponds to a

mean and mode divergence time of 1230 YBP, with

99% certainty that the age is between 670 YBP and

1850 YBP, and 76% certainty that the age is between

1000 YBP and 1550 YBP (Fig. 4).

4.2 Calibration of the Mordvinic languages

The relatedness of the two Mordvinic languages, Erzya

and Moksha, is undisputed by Uralic scholars and this

makes their protolanguage a candidate calibration

point. However, it is not clear that calibrating Proto-

Mordvinic would prove informative. While Erzya and

Moksha are today recognised as two distinct but closely

related languages, they are sufficiently similar that they

have previously been considered as two dialectal var-

iants of the one language by some scholars. This

inconsistent view in research history is likely due to

repeated migrations and changing contact situations

(driven by e.g. the 13th century Mongol-Tatar conquest

and later Russian colonisation) having induced periods

of linguistic convergence and divergence between the

two, stemming from various drivers for mutual contacts

(Feoktistov and Saarinen 2005). In light of the similarity

between the varieties, it seems probable that there is

relatively little variation between Erzya and Moksha in

basic vocabulary cognacy, the kind of data most often

used for Bayesian dating. As explained in Section 3,

small subfamilies without much diversity in the data do

not make effective calibration points. Mordvinic is cur-

rently not a compelling calibration point for dating

Proto-Uralic divergence, so we offer no calibration here.

4.3 Calibration of the Permic languages

Around twenty Volga Bulgar loanwords can be reliably

argued to have been borrowed into Proto-Permic, the

ancestor of Komi and Udmurt (Rédei and Róna-Tas

1983), establishing that the protolanguage was still uni-

fied at the time of the earliest Volga Bulgar contacts.

Since Volga Bulgar influence is believed to have begun

at the end of the 8th century (Rédei and Róna-Tas

1983), we use 1200 YBP as an upper bound for the

calibration.

A lower bound can be based on the lack of Tatar

loanwords in Komi, whereas there is a notable number

of them in Udmurt—thousands in some dialects (Csúcs

1990). This suggests that the Proto-Permic language had

diverged and the Komi speakers had moved North prior

to the start of Tatar linguistic influence in the Volga

area. The ethnogenesis of the Tatars and their relation-

ship to the Kipchak Turkic groups is complex and diffi-

cult to pin down in time, but their emergence has been

tied to the development of the Kazan Khanate between

1437 and 1445 AD (Rorlich 1986), that is, around 600

YBP. This is also the midpoint of Csúcs’s (1990) esti-

mate of highly intensive Udmurt-Tatar contact between

the 14th and 15th centuries, that is, 1300–1500 AD or

500–700 YBP. Thus, we use 600 YBP as a lower bound

for the calibration.

The divergence of Permic is often associated in the

literature with the establishment of the Volga Bulgar

state and the fact that fewer Volga Bulgar words were

borrowed into Proto-Permic than into Proto-Udmurt

suggests that divergence happened relatively early in the

period of Volga Bulgar influence. We, therefore, wish to

assign higher confidence to dates closer to the upper

bound of our interval than to the lower bound. The

Volga Bulgar state was established around 1200 YBP

Figure 4. Probability distributions chosen for our three calibra-

tion points, on the Finnic, Permic, and Saamic languages. The

Finnic and Saamic calibrations are symmetric Normal distribu-

tion, while Permic is a ‘reversed lognormal’ distribution with a

longer tail towards younger ages. Note that the wider 95%

interval for Permic means that the probability of its mode

(roughly 1,250) is lower than that for Finnic.
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(Rédei and Róna-Tas 1983) and collapsed following the

Mongol invasion around 800 YBP (Agyagási 2012).

Thus, we set the mode of our calibration distribution to

1100 YBP, the midpoint of the first half of the state’s

duration.

The target times for our calibration distribution are a

600 YBP lower bound, a 1200 YBP upper bound, and a

most probable date of 1100 YBP. This is a strongly

asymmetric calibration—the best guess is much closer to

one bound than the other. When the mode of the distri-

bution needs to be closer to the lower bound than the

upper bound, lognormal distributions can readily accom-

modate this, but the opposite case, as seen here, cannot

be captured with standard distributions. A uniform dis-

tribution between 600 and 1200 YBP is a rough approxi-

mation which can be specified in any phylogenetic

software, but this discards the information that older

ages are more likely. This situation demonstrates the real

need for more flexible calibration options in software.

Our Permic calibration could be better captured by a tri-

angle distribution or a truncated normal distribution,

both of which are uncommon but established probability

distributions. In the supplementary material we define a

‘reversed lognormal’ distribution, which we believe is the

most suitable representation. Such a distribution with an

offset of 1.85, a mean of �0.18, and an SD of 0.18, allo-

cates 95% of its belief to an interval from 661 to 1263

YBP, with a most likely age of 1041 YBP (Fig. 4).

In our earlier paper (Honkola et al. 2013), the diver-

gence of the Permic languages was calibrated to between

1100 and 1300 YBP but this very narrow interval is an

interpretation based on the uneven distribution of Volga

Bulgar loanwords in the Permic languages suggesting

that the two languages had diverged by the time of the

Volga Bulgar state: had they not, Volga Bulgar borrow-

ings into a unified Proto-Permic would be retained with

roughly equal frequency in both languages. The argu-

ment only establishes that the Permic languages must

have diverged before contact began with the Volga

Bulgar language, and is perfectly compatible with arbi-

trarily earlier divergences. However, a reconsideration

of literature provides a revised timing described above.

4.4 Calibration of the Saamic languages

An upper bound for the divergence of Proto-Saamic can

be derived from the study of the Great Saami Vowel

Shift: a major reorganisation of the Proto-Saamic vowel

system which lead to a significantly different system

from that reconstructed for Pre-Saamic and its predeces-

sor. As the shifting phenomenon is extremely regular, it

is postulated to have happened among a compact

speaker community without significant linguistic differ-

entiation (Aikio 2012). One of the oldest and most

prominent sound changes in the Great Saami Vowel

Shift has been dated to ca. 2000 YBP, based on consider-

ation of which Germanic loanwords did and did not par-

ticipate in the change, indicating Saamic unity at that

time (Aikio 2006; Heikkilä 2011). Thus we take 2000

YBP as the upper bound for the calibration.

Like Proto-Finnic, the divergence of Proto-Saamic

can be tied to an absolute chronology using the stratifi-

cation of Proto-Scandinavian loanwords, acquired after

the Great Saami Vowel Shift during the timeframe of

Early Runic (200–500 AD) (Heikkilä 2014). During this

period, loanwords were borrowed unevenly into a dia-

lectically diversified Proto-Saami, with more loanwords

and borrowed phonological features present in Western

than Eastern Saamic (Aikio 2012). These borrowings,

together with the distribution of Saamic-specific phono-

logical innovations visible in the borrowings, give evi-

dence that by 1500–1300 YBP, Proto-Saamic was a

diverse continuum of dialects, already employing differ-

ent patterns of etymological nativisation (Aikio 2012).

Thus, we use 1400 YBP as a lower bound for the

calibration.

As we do not have more specific information based

on which we would change the most probable time of

divergence towards one or the other end of the 1400–

2000 YBP calibration interval, we opt to use a normal

distribution centred on 1700 YBP. Thus, specifying the

calibration in units of millennia, we use a Normal distri-

bution with a mean of 1.70 and a standard deviation of

0.153, which places 95% of its belief precisely between

our two bounds (Fig. 4).

4.5 Calibration of the Samoyedic languages

Divergence estimates of Samoyedic languages are in

many cases based on historical data of movements of

Turkic tribes in the assumed Proto-Samoyed homeland

(Hajdú 1975) and on Yeniseian loanwords in Samoyed

(Janhunen 1998; Korhonen and Kulonen 1991).

However, these arguments depend on extensive unsup-

ported assumptions about the relationship between vari-

ous poorly documented tribes and the speakers of

certain languages and use unsubstantiated dates. At pre-

sent, there do not seem to be citable, defensible points of

evidence which can be used to reliably calibrate the

Samoyedic languages. The literature does contain sug-

gestions of both Turkic (Donner 1924) and Yeniseian

loanwords in Samoyedic languages (Hajdú 1953), which

leaves the possibility of future calibrations based on

more thorough historical linguistic scholarship which is
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still is needed to untangle the history of the Samoyedic

subgroup. In the earlier Uralic phylogeny of Honkola

et al. (2013), the divergence of Samoyedic was cali-

brated with a uniform distribution between 2000 and

2200 YBP based on the Turkic tribal movements and

Yeniseian loanwords mentioned above, but such a nar-

row interval cannot be justified by such speculative and

uncertain evidence.

4.6 Calibration of the Ugric languages

The Ugric subfamily, consisting of Hungarian and the

Ob-Ugric languages, Khanty and Mansi, is generally

endorsed as a valid genealogical node in Uralic linguis-

tics (Abondolo 1998; Hajdú 1952; Honti 1979, 1997)

and has traditionally been considered a relatively old

subfamily, based on both interpretations of archaeo-

logical evidence (Hajdú 1985; Rédei 1986) and on lin-

guistic evidence suggesting its separation early in the

history of the Uralic family. However, there are also

scholars sceptical of Ugric unity, emphasising areal con-

tacts which make it difficult to separate inherited fea-

tures from dispersed ones, especially regarding Ob-Ugric

(Aikio 2018; Bakró-Nagy 2013; Gulya 1977). This ten-

sion in the literature complicates the task of calibrating

Ugric.

Estimates of the absolute age of the divergence of

Proto-Ugric have generally been in the vicinity of 2500–

3500 YBP (Abondolo 1998), but these are not based on

sufficiently reliable arguments to be used as calibrations.

Consideration of Iranian borrowings into Proto-Ugric

would appear to be the strongest source of timing infor-

mation for calibrating the subfamily; however, the num-

ber of such borrowings is very low and recent research

has changed the views on the possible timings of acquisi-

tion for some (Häkkinen 2009). Thus, even these lines

of evidence must be considered as uncertain. The split-

ting of Ugric to Hungarian and Ob-Ugric has been dated

to older than 3500 YBP based on Iranian periodisation

(Korenchy 1972), and this timing is corroborated by

changes in the sibilant system shared by all Ugric lan-

guages (and also Samoyedic); Iranian borrowings partic-

ipating in these changes correspond to attested Old

Iranian languages, dated to �3500 YBP. However, this

latter piece of evidence is a new and undeveloped line of

study (pers. comm. Holopainen). Possible Turkic bor-

rowings common to all Ugric languages have also been

proposed but their status remains highly uncertain

(Róna-Tas 1988), so these words cannot provide any

additional evidence.

The only indisputable source of timing information

for Ugric is the historical attestation of the Hungarian

migration to the Carpathian basin, which was settled

during the 9th century AD (Fodor et al. 2009). The first

known text written in Hungarian dates somewhat later

to 1192–1195 AD (Benk}o 1980). These dates could be

used to provide a lower bound on the originate of

Hungarian, but this is unlikely to be a very informative

calibration. Old Iranian borrowings acquired separately

into Hungarian potentially providing information on the

split of Ugric cannot be clearly stratified and dated

(Kulonen 1993). In light of the many uncertainties sur-

rounding Ugric timing, and apparently increasing doubt

about the group’s internal structure or even genealogical

validity, we opt not to calibrate the Ugric languages

here.

4.7 Summary of Uralic calibrations

After extensive reading of the literature on the Uralic

languages and careful consideration of how various

points of evidence can be interpreted as upper and lower

bounds for divergence events, we have established three

calibrations for Bayesian phylogenetic dating of the

Uralic language family (Fig. 4). Our previous calibration

in Honkola et al. (2013) on the Permic languages was

refined substantially, while previous calibrations on

Finno-Saamic and Samoyedic were discarded. New cali-

brations were determined for the Finnic and Saamic sub-

families. Each of the three calibrations proposed here is

based on explicit arguments from at least two distinct

points of evidence, which determine all parameters of

the probability distributions used.

The most promising prospects for additional Uralic

calibrations to further improve timing estimates for the

family would appear to be better understandings of the

history of the Ugric and Samoyedic languages. The pres-

ence of Iranian and Turkic loanwords, respectively, in

these subfamilies may permit calibrations to be made

after further studies on historical phonology and loan-

word strata. We strongly encourage interested Ugric and

Samoyedic specialists to consider these problems.

These three Uralic calibrations will be used in an up-

coming Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of the Uralic

family, using the recently released UraLex database of

basic vocabulary cognacy relationships (Syrjänen et al.

2018) and taking advantage of new modelling develop-

ments since Honkola et al.’s (2013) study. However, in

order to demonstrate here the substantial impact which

critically re-evaluating calibrations can have on analysis,

we report the results of repeating the Honkola study

with no changes made other than the substitution of our

new calibrations (Fig. 5). This caused a considerable

change in the posterior distribution of the age of proto-
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Uralic: the mean age estimate is increased by 850 years,

or by >15% of the previous estimate, while the 95%

HPD interval becomes almost 3,000 years wider. This

dramatic change in HPD interval width is likely close to

a worst-case scenario, as some of the old calibrations

used uniform distributions only 200 years wide, convey-

ing very high certainty, whereas the new calibrations, by

design, capture the full extent of the uncertainty which

must necessarily surround the timing of language diver-

gences from thousands of years ago. We hope the sub-

stantial change in the result that comes from this change

in calibration highlights the extreme importance of

defining calibration distributions in a careful and prin-

cipled way.

5. Conclusion

The new wave of quantitative historical linguistic analy-

ses striving to rigorously date language families employ

a methodology which explicitly accounts for variation in

the rate of language evolution throughout time and

across the lexicon, making them a substantial advance

over previous methods. However, the credibility of the

timing estimates these methods yield is entirely depend-

ent upon the credibility of the calibrations that they

need as input.

If the modern approaches are to become widely

accepted and their findings were taken seriously, it is es-

sential that practitioners take the calibration process ser-

iously, and hold themselves to a high academic standard

whereby every calibration is carefully and explicitly jus-

tified. Reviewers of articles reporting calibrated

Bayesian phylogenies must pay close attention to the cal-

ibrations and the arguments underlying them. This

requires that the calibration process is widely under-

stood in detail, even by those unfamiliar with the details

of, for example, substitution models or clock models,

and that the field engages in an open and ongoing dis-

cussion about acceptable standards of calibration.

It is also desirable that historical linguists who do

not use these new methods themselves nevertheless

understand how historical linguistic research is increas-

ingly being used by interdisciplinary researchers to

derive calibration intervals. Clear and concise explana-

tions of how certain lines of evidence bearing on the ab-

solute timing of language divergences are comparatively

rare in the historical linguistics literature, but the de-

mand for citeable explanations is only likely to increase

in the coming years.

To encourage all of these developments, we have

endeavoured to explain the calibration procedure in a

widely accessible manner, while still paying attention to

important technical considerations which have been pre-

viously overlooked. We have tried to constructively

identify shortcomings in previously published calibra-

tions, including those published by authors of this art-

icle. Finally, we have proposed a procedure, along with

a demonstrative ‘worked example’, by which high qual-

ity and defensible sets of calibrations may be achieved.

By advocating such a high standard of scholarship

with regard to calibrations, we do not wish to discour-

age the application of Bayesian dating methods to those

language families where the unavailability of high-qual-

ity evidence makes meeting this standard difficult or per-

haps even impossible. Ultimately, approaching the

problem of language divergence dating with a frame-

work of explicit statistical models of language change

should be considered a substantial advance upon less

principled approaches, even in cases where the choice of

calibrations cannot be strongly defended. In some cases,

reduced rigour may be unavoidable, but only by having

clearly defined standards of rigour for the best of cases is

it possible for the field to recognise when difficult cases

are falling short and by how much, so that the results

can be interpreted accordingly.

Finally, we acknowledge that many of the published

calibrations we have scrutinised were part of pioneering

works, whose authors cannot reasonably have been

expected to have anticipated and met future standards

of best practice; this article was written to improve the

field’s future and not to detract from its past.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data is available at Journal of Language

Evolution online.
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Notes
1. The Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) algo-

rithm is a method used in Bayesian phylogenetic

analysis to approximate a probability distribution

over the space of all possible tree histories. See

Dunn (2015) for a brief overview in the context of

language phylogeny, or for example, Gilks et al.

(1995) for a technical treatment.

2. Bayesian analyses usually also include a component

called a ‘tree prior’, which is another mechanism

by which timing information from a calibration

point can be propagated to the rest of the tree. We

do not discuss this here to keep the explanation

easy to follow, and because it is expected that the

linguistic data inform the age of the tree (via the

clock rate) much more strongly than the tree prior.

For a discussion of the influences of tree priors on

language dating, see Ritchie and Ho (2019).

3. The actual times at which concrete changes in the

data occur are not usually represented at all in these

probabilistic models. Rather, the probability calcula-

tions integrate over any possible number of changes

occuring at all possible points between two nodes.

4. Dating families in ‘years before present’ has the ob-

vious problem that the age of anything in YBP is

not constant as ‘the present’ moves forward. This

problem has been solved in archaeology by explicit-

ly defining ‘present’ as 1950 AD. This convention

does not appear to have been explicitly either cop-

ied or rejected in computational historical linguis-

tics thus far, presumably because the typical

uncertainty in Bayesian language family datings is

much larger than that in radiocarbon dating (often

over 1,000 years), making the issue less important.

In this article, we take the present to be 2000 AD.

5. Also known variously as historical analogising, cor-

respondence mimicry, borrowing routine, or

reclassification.
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